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Abstract: The global pandemic of obesity requires an urgent response. Obesity results in increased risk of type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease and cancer. The need to provide cost-effective treatment to the millions affected is evident but traditional repeated individual face-to-face management would clearly exhaust available health care services. It is for this reason that the use of mobile health (mHealth) to improve population health, diet, and physical activity has become an active area of research. The aim of this review is to give a perspective of where this field of research currently stands using examples from the published literature. Smartphones provide a medium for the delivery of health information, personal coaching, monitoring of eating and physical activity behaviors and to integrate outputs from other sensors. Health and computer researchers have been developing and evaluating mHealth for the management of obesity but their efforts are relatively small. Text messaging, applications (apps) and a number of multicomponent mHealth programs utilizing a variety of Smartphone functions indicate some success in weight management but the results are mixed. Apart from the ubiquitous nature of Smartphones and devices, the real-time delivery of output data provides the potential for continuous adjustment of interventions according to the changes an individual is making after each message they receive from the mHealth program. This ability to optimize interventions for individual weight management in a timely fashion is the big challenge for researchers. Personalized heath advice is the preferred option of individuals, and cooperation between computer scientists, behavioral scientists, dietitians, exercise physiologists and medical practitioners will be needed to meaningfully integrate data and responses from automated systems. In summary, mHealth shows potential, but we are still in the early stages of being able to harness its full capabilities for making a meaningful contribution to combatting obesity.
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Introduction

The world is in the midst of an obesity pandemic. With more than 1.9 billion overweight and 600 million obese, the global response is urgent.1 Obesity is a major cause of type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease and a large number of cancers, such as breast, colorectal, prostate, esophageal, liver and kidney.2 The global burden of overweight and obesity is frequently expressed in terms of disability adjusted life-years (DALYs), which is the sum of years of life lost and years of life living with disability, contributed to exposure to the risk factor. Overweight and obesity were found to contribute to a loss of 120.1 million years (95% confidence interval [CI] 83.8 to 158.4 million).3 The number of obese children younger than 5 years old was estimated to be 41 million.1 The rates of obesity are generally higher in wealthy developed nations, but the problem...
is increasing in low- and middle-income countries. There are now more people with a high body fat than with malnutrition in the world. With such a large percentage of the global population needing treatment for their obesity, and many more needing management of their overweight and weight gain to prevent obesity, multiple population-based rather than individual approaches are necessary. Policies aimed at changing food environments and the opportunities for physical activity are important aspects of the solution, as are mass media social marketing and education programs. The involvement of governments, international health agencies and private sectors is necessary. However, each individual’s circumstances are unique, and people prefer to have their individual needs met. Producing cost-effective education and counseling for an individual is a great challenge. We have seen the example of modern communication technologies being used to manage communicable diseases and other health monitoring and services in low- and middle-income countries. It appears appropriate to use such channels for dealing with the obesity epidemic. This review will provide a definition of mHealth; discuss Smartphone functions used in mHealth; and its current application in health services in the areas of lifestyles and obesity. A discussion of the scope of the existing evidence for the effectiveness of the different types of mHealth in the management of obesity using case studies is provided later in the paper. This is not intended to be an exhaustive compilation of every individual study, as systematic reviews have been published by others already.

A definition of mHealth

Electronic health is described as the use of modern information and communication technology to support health care services and health surveillance. Mobile health, known as mHealth, is a rapidly growing part of electronic health. It is health service that is delivered using mobile and wireless devices to improve medical and public health outcomes. Examples include Smartphones and other mobile phones and devices such as Smart watches and wrist bands for tracking physical activity.

The 2016 survey by the Pew Global Research Centre indicated that 43% of the world’s population owns a Smartphone device. In many countries where the prevalence of overweight and obesity is highest, the ownership of Smartphones is also more prolific and continually growing, for example, the ownership is 77% in Australia, 72% in the US and 68% in the UK. Thus, the extensive reach of Smartphones highlights their potential for widespread delivery of health services.

Different features of a Smartphone can be used to deliver obesity and healthy lifestyle management. Smartphone-delivered management programs may be developed for independent delivery or in combination with other strategies. The functions employed to date include messaging services and multimedia messaging; Smartphone applications for lifestyle management known as “apps”; the telephone features, including voice and “FaceTime”, that allow health professionals and other counselors to advise and support individuals one-on-one. Access to functions such as email and informational websites are also useful in the provision of mHealth.

The central behaviors of obesity management are diet, physical activity and sleep with these featured in many commercial Smartphone products. Smartphones and Smart watches come installed with accelerometers and algorithms to track physical activity, detect sitting, standing, walking, step counts and estimation of energy expenditure. These technologies are progressively being validated for their accuracy by researchers. As the role of sleep in obesity development is increasingly being researched, functions for sleep monitoring are inbuilt into wrist-worn devices. Eating habits remain the most difficult to monitor ubiquitously and still require user input in most cases. There are numerous calorie counting apps that require users to enter their food consumption. Most use the United States Department of Agriculture’s food database, with additional crowdlensing of supermarket data on products and nutritional composition. Despite the extensive food database, users from other countries may find it more difficult to locate matches to their foods. For more than a decade, the potential for digital recognition of food intake using mobile phone cameras has been investigated. This remains problematic because of the difficulty of discerning the serving sizes (even with fiducial markers), and the composition of mixed meals has not been readily solved. The use of continuous digital photography has also been investigated using wearable cameras, but there are issues related to the positioning of the camera, ability to detect all food consumed and identification of foods. Self-monitoring apps and devices that measure both diet and physical activity behaviors enable individuals to become aware of their practices and may provide feedback as individuals set out to improve their health. However, the accuracy of all these apps and devices requires further independent evaluation and publication in peer-reviewed literature by researchers.

The validation of mHealth for obesity management

Private ventures, health organizations and governments all provide mHealth for obesity management. The predominant
utility is the app, with the majority offered by the private sector having little input from health professionals with the expert knowledge and skills to manage overweight and obese individuals. The frameworks that are employed in testing mHealth platforms for obesity in the commercial industry sector likely differ from that in the research and clinical settings. Companies do not usually publish their processes in peer-reviewed open access forums as health researchers do. For the funders of health services, any financial inputs into mHealth for obesity need to demonstrate cost-effectiveness, as well as effectiveness and reach to the populations most at risk, in an equitable manner. Conversely, for commercial providers, success of the program is more likely to be judged by uptake in the market rather than successful weight loss by the majority of users. Individual testimonials are powerful tools, whereas for gains in health, the device needs to work in a large number of people most of the time. Testing usability of mHealth platforms with consumers is almost universal practice for those in the business of developing programs, but studying the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of apps and other multicomponent programs in cohort or controlled trials is rare.

In the following sections, we discuss the validity of three common types of mHealth programs for weight management, i.e., text messaging, apps and programs using multiple components including Smartphones.

**Interventions for weight management using text messaging**

A systematic review of studies using SMS indicated that 6 of 13 studies resulted in weight loss, with the duration of studies ranging from 1 to 24 months. A meta-regression of six of these short-term studies using text messaging for weight management, including a nutrition component indicated a mean weight loss of 2.17 kg (95% CI –3.41 to –0.93; P < 0.001), compared with control groups. This is similar to the mean weight loss observed in interventions using traditional delivery, such as lifestyle counseling face-to-face or groups or pharmacological agents. A previous systematic review of text messaging for weight loss that additionally included interventions without nutrition components reported that 11 of 14 interventions resulted in significant changes in weight loss or variables related to weight loss (diet and physical activity), although only 5 of 10 measuring weight demonstrated weight loss. Most studies included in these reviews ran for 3 months or less, so long-term effectiveness is yet to be demonstrated. A more recent trial in obese Korean men that ran for 6 months found no difference between intervention and control as both groups lost weight. A 2015 review of the use of text messaging to manage obesity in adolescents reported that although this medium was feasible and well accepted, its effects on changes in body mass index could not be determined from the small body of literature.

In a small study of people signing up to a healthy eating automated texting intervention, Coa and Patrick reported on the high drop-out rate that occurred, finding that 83 of 193 people joining dropped out of the intervention, with 54 people discontinuing within 2 weeks. The reasons why some text message interventions fail while others succeed is likely due to the design of the program itself and the degree of tailoring to meet individual needs. Text messaging programs do not rely on the delivery medium itself for success but rather the message content and timeliness. Understanding what message content and style appeals to an individual and will enable behavior change is important to the success of these programs. The skills and knowledge, opportunities, support and individual motivations must be acknowledged and incorporated into text messages to support change in lifestyle behaviors and subsequent weight loss.

**Interventions for weight management using apps**

When it comes to the use of apps as the sole delivery medium for a weight loss intervention, the hyperbole exceeds the reality. Nikolou and Lean have systematically searched five different app stores in 10 countries, many with high prevalence of obesity including the UK, US, Australia and Russia. They identified 28,905 unique apps but only 0.05% indicated that they were developed with health professional input. To date, there have been a limited number of interventions using weight loss apps whether commercial or those designed for purpose by researchers. Most of these studies have been of short duration and significantly less than 2 years suggested as necessary to determine effective maintenance of weight loss.

We previously examined the quality of 28 popular apps downloaded as part of the top 200 health and fitness apps from the Australian Google Play and iTunes stores. Five factors were evaluated to determine quality, including the credibility of the app developers, the accuracy and coverage of scientific information, the inclusion of technology-enhanced features to support the use of the app (e.g., barcode scanners), usability and their likelihood in changing health behaviors, assessed using Abraham and Michie’s Behavior Change Taxonomy. Most apps had functions for entering personal data about food intake to determine energy requirements.
and for calorie counting, but compared against a food record analyzed using the Australian program based on the national Food Composition tables, there were discrepancies in energy values. There was an absence of features that would facilitate behavior change, as has also been noted by others. Among the most popular apps were Noom Weight Loss Coach® and MyFitnessPal®. Both these apps have been studied by researchers.

There have been two approaches to examining the effectiveness of weight loss apps. One is the traditional randomized controlled trial, which is generally considered to provide best level of evidence, although a limited number of these have been conducted. The commercial app MyFitnessPal® was used in a randomized controlled trial to test its efficacy when introduced in the primary care setting in the US. After 6 months, there was no significant change in weight in those who received the app and those who did not. Turner-McGrievy and Tate included FatSecret’s Calorie Counter® app (FatSecret.com) in a randomized controlled trial and compared receiving two podcasts on weight reduction per week and an app, to a group only receiving podcasts, but reported no additional benefits for weight loss. Stephens and Allen added the Lose it!® app to a four-arm multicomponent intervention and also failed to find any difference in weight loss between the two arms with self-monitoring and those without, but the study was underpowered to detect this as it was a pilot study.

The results from carefully controlled trials of the use of apps designed by health professional researchers are equivocal. Carter et al designed My Meal Mate, and a pilot randomized controlled trial showed that those using the app lost significantly more weight at 6 months than those recording on a website or using a pen and paper diary. It is noted that using the app increased adherence to the self-monitoring regime and resulted in more study completers. Svetkey et al using the app increased adherence to the self-monitoring on a website or using a pen and paper diary. It is noted that significantly more weight at 6 months than those recording.

A randomized controlled trial showed that those using the app lost significantly more weight at 6 months than those recording on a website or using a pen and paper diary. It is noted that using the app increased adherence to the self-monitoring regime and resulted in more study completers. Svetkey et al using the app increased adherence to the self-monitoring on a website or using a pen and paper diary. It is noted that significantly more weight at 6 months than those recording.

Interventions using multiple mHealth components
mHealth interventions often utilize a combination of Smartphone delivery functions. Thomas and Wing reported the utility of using a Smartphone to deliver intervention components in a multicomponent program. The intervention consisted of Smartphone self-monitoring, automated and human feedback, and education and skills training via video, as well as weekly in-person weigh-ins and paper handouts, which were found to produce an average of 9% loss of initial body weight (8.4 kg) at 12 weeks and 11% (10.9 kg) at 24 weeks. These findings indicate that Smartphones could be mediums for enhancing the delivery of personalized behavioral weight loss treatments, thereby reducing cost and resources required for face-to-face treatments. A randomized controlled trial of a multicomponent intervention to prevent weight gain in younger adults that...
included brief coaching calls, text messaging, emails, apps and downloadable resources resulted in a significant decrease in weight in the intervention arm versus control at 12 weeks and even greater differences at 9 months. Godino et al also tested a multicomponent intervention for young adults using social and mobile media in a 24-month-long randomized controlled trial, but while the intervention group had lost significantly more weight at 6 months, this was not maintained at 24 months.

Adaptive mHealth interventions

An important feature for any “Smart” app or device designed to assist weight loss is that the user will engage with the app sufficiently to receive the “treatment”. The app or device likely needs to include some of the behavior change techniques demonstrated to alter eating and physical activity behaviors. Timeliness of intervention messages is also important, such that they prompt or cue a behavior appropriately, for example, reminders to go for that early morning walk, avoid the alcohol binge on Friday nights or to add some vegetables at lunch time. To date, most interventions with mHealth rely on the individual making a conscious effort to modify their behavior at times of temptation to revert to the behavior they are attempting to avoid. However, as remote sensing evolves it should be possible for the Smartphone to deliver help at just the right time. This leads to the concept of “Just-in-Time-Adaptive” interventions.

The ability to assess behaviors in real time using Smart devices provides the potential to continuously adapt interventions according to an individual’s behavioral response at the last treatment point. While it is common practice to tailor interventions based on the reported baseline characteristics of the individual, we should now be able to find the means to alter interventions continuously according to how the individual’s measured behavior is changing. However, we are only just beginning to understand how to optimize such interventions. The behavioral response to a given intervention is based on real-time sensing, for example, physical activity and sitting time and real-time input of data by an individual, such as recording food intake prospectively throughout the day. Using intensive adaptive interventions raises new questions and decision-making, such as how frequently an intervention should be adapted in response to a single measured output and whether the perceived intrusive nature of such an intervention will mean people will abandon their intervention before new eating habits and physical activity give rise to weight loss. The technical challenges in monitoring dietary intake without any input from the individual means that progress in adapting interventions for changing eating behaviors is more restricted than physical activity, where sensing can be done passively and unconsciously on the individual’s part.

Consumer opinions of using mHealth for weight management

The consumers who will use an app should always be central to the design of any mHealth program. An important consideration in the development of mHealth devices and programs for managing the behaviors that determine successful weight management is the beliefs and needs of those for whom it is designed, i.e., individuals with overweight and obesity. Much of the research conducted to date has been centered on the physical outcomes of change in body weight or change in eating and physical activity behaviors. However, studying consumer opinions on the process itself is required to give insight into how to make mHealth technologies and interventions better for the end user. The findings from the available research have similarities to that from earlier forms of weight loss programs. Personalization of material is important for continued engagement and behavior changes. The learnings about user preferences for apps were not dissimilar to consumer preferences for any Smartphone apps; visually appealing, easy to navigate and feedback is relevant. However, there are some preferences that are distinctive for mHealth. Participants in two different Australian studies indicated that they preferred intervention components be delivered via a single app on the Smartphone without the need to ever use the web on a computer. Also suggested was the incorporation of feedback into the app that is individualized and features visual elements and the inclusion of rewards systems when progress is made (Nour M, et al, University of Sydney, unpublished data, 2017).

More is known about consumer preferences for text messaging interventions. In this case, the personalization desired is with respect to content relevance, timeliness of the message, tone of the messages and frequency of messaging. There is no overarching advice as to what ensures a successful text messaging program for overweight and obesity but consideration of the aforementioned elements in the target group for a given intervention is required. Messages will need to vary depending on age, socioeconomic status, literacy, knowledge and skills, readiness for change and personal motivations. Any mHealth weight management intervention must be matched to the needs of the target group and one size does not fit all.
Conclusion

The current pandemic of obesity dictates the urgency of deployable solutions for the global population. The use of Smart technologies for mHealth in weight management is one of the numerous possibilities being explored. There are hundreds of thousands of health and lifestyle apps but the most popular for weight management are those that self-monitor calorie intake and physical activity. These should be combined with goal setting and feedback on goals to enhance the likelihood of weight management. All individuals who struggle to reach and maintain a healthy weight have unique circumstances, and in an ideal world would receive individual care with a qualified health professional, but the scope of the problem is so large that this is impossible. Technology offers the promise of being able to simulate individual treatment as we advance the capabilities to adjust mHealth depending on outputs from the consumer and adjustment of advice in real time to meet their needs. However, it must be remembered that this is only one part of the solution and other parts, such as policies to make food environments healthier, require similar continuing investments. There is clearly a need for behavioral and clinical scientists to work with the computational modelers, information technologists and engineers to develop Smartphone apps and devices together for maximum benefit to the overweight and obese population.
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